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ARNIE KENNETH RABANO
ART DIRECTOR/PROP MASTER at SELF

SELF

Camarillo , CA 93010 805-200-6671 akrabano@gmail.com
I am a freelance Art Director and Prop Master for Feature Films and Television. I have
known Chris for many years on the personal level as well as the professional level and
this referral is solely based on our Professional relationship. I can say without a doubt
what Chris does as an Artist, Graphic Designer/Artist and Web Developer/Designer is
oﬀ the charts and well received by my colleagues and Producers I have worked with. I
have hired Chris for projects in Films and Television where so-called "in-house" graphic
designers were supposed to know what they were doing but could not execute.
Projects that Chris took the ball and ran with producing pieces that I and my Producers
were looking for and he did it with the utmost professionalism and a quick turn-around.
Chris is a highly self motivated artist with expertise, experience and needs no
supervision. His work speaks for itself. Whomever he works for will not be
disappointed and will be very fortunate to have a person with his talents on their
payroll.

Sean Dowey
CEO at Fighting Giant Inc.

Fighting Giant Inc.

Ventura, CA 93003 310-779-2703 seandowey@yahoo.com

Chris and I are friends and colleagues. His design and web building skills are excellent.
I’ve referred clients to him when they have asked for services that are outside my
wheelhouse. I highly recommend him.

Spencer Thompson
President & Managing Member at Spark Industries, LLC

Spark Industries, LLC

750 Calle Plano, Camarillo , CA 930102 805-309-2400 spencer@sparkind.com

Multi-talented graphic designer, advertising, marketing, video production and direction,
willing and able to jump in a complete nearly any project in a timely and successful
manner.

Jack Reilly

Former Chair and Professor of Art CSUCI Mentor/ employer

California State University, Channel Islands

1 University Drive Camarillo, CA 93012 805-437-8400 jack.reilly@csuci.edu

